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Universal scaling for ripple formation in granular media
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The wavelength scaling of ripple patterns formed by granular materials underneath flowing fluids is inves-
tigated. Experimental results from five systems involving substantially different experimental conditions are
compared to each other. The data analysis reveals that all systems display a common, global scaling behavior
for the onset of ripple formation on short time scales. This suggests the existence of common physical
mechanisms governing ripple formation in these systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Ripple patterns are a characteristic feature associated
the flow of a gas or a liquid over an expanse of granu
material. Typical examples are sand ripples in the deser
on the bottom of the ocean. Ripples can arise from differ
physical mechanisms. Various terminologies have been in
duced to categorize patterns according to their appearan
their anticipated physical origins@1–5#. Specific terminolo-
gies exist, for instance, for ripples with different height
wavelength ratios or for ripples with different cross-sectio
shape profiles emerging in steady, unidirectional or osci
tory flows. The details of the physical mechanisms leading
the formation of sand ripples are presently, at best, po
understood.

In Ref. @6# we reported the observation of a spiral patte
established by a granular material underneath a rotating fl
One typical example of this pattern is shown in Fig. 1—f
further photographs refer to Refs.@6–10#. On the basis of
comparisons between our experimental data and comp
tions, together with some simple physical arguments,
speculated@9# that the spiral pattern might constitute a rota
ing analog of sand ripples. However, our previous publi
tions on the subject did not contain any comparisons of
own experimental data for the spiral patterns with expe
mental data for granular ripple formation available in t
literature. Hence, to date our conclusions of Ref.@9# have not
been supported experimentally. Here we describe a deta
comparison between our own data@6–10# and results for
fluvial sand ripples published in the literature@11–16#.

Briefly, the spirals shown in Fig. 1 are formed by sm
granules~diameter 0.18–0.32 mm! on the bottom of a circu-
lar fluid-filled tank ~diameter 1 m! positioned on a rotating
turntable. Initially the granules were distributed in a th
uniform layer across the entire bottom of the tank. The fl
above the layer was in a state of solid-body rotation a
hence did not move relative to the granules. Pattern for
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tion is initiated when the rotational velocity of the turntab
is instantaneously increased from its original valuev0 , by a
sufficiently large incrementDv, to a higher velocityv1 . The
fluid mass inside the tank cannot follow the instantane
acceleration. This results in shear forces between the gra
layer and the fluid above it. The granules are set in moti
slide across the bottom of the tank, and, within a few s
onds, form patterns such as that shown in Fig. 1. Depend
on the experimental conditions patterns displaying betw
7<n<110 spiral arms were observed. The spiral arms or
nate from a uniform, circular granule patch in the center
the tank whose radiusr 0 varies with the experimental cond
tions. Granules located within the patch radius remain un
fected by the ongoing reorganization process on its outs

The data we use for comparison with our results for
spiral patterns originate from experiments in four fluvial sy
tems with substantially different flow conditions. Initially
the motivation for the comparison was to verify that the s
rals do indeed represent a rotating analog of sand ripple
suggested in Ref.@9#. However, we believe that the dat
comparison is, in fact, of much wider interest. The extens
data sets contained in Refs.@11–16# have previously not

FIG. 1. Spiral-ripple pattern observed in an experiment w
Dv52.15 rad s21, v153.16 rad s21; turntable rotates clockwise
The diameter of the pattern corresponds to the diameter~1 m! of the
fluid-filled circular tank.
©2003 The American Physical Society01-1
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been compared to each other. The data analysis discu
here suggests the existence of a common, universal sc
behavior governing ripple formation in all systems co
pared.

II. DATA COMPARISON

Our experimental data of Refs.@6–10# are compared to
data for~i! steady, unidirectional flow in an annular chann
@11,12# ~ii ! oscillating flow in an annular channel@13#, ~iii !
steady, unidirectional flow in a straight channel@14#, and~iv!
oscillating flow in straight channels@15,16#. The sand-ripple
patterns discussed in Refs.@11–16# are formed on relatively
short time scales—typically within a few seconds. This
comparable to the formation time scale of our spiral patte
which is approximately 10–20 s. For such short time sca
the ripple wavelength emerging under oscillatory or uni
rectional flow characterizes transitional and nonequilibri
states@17,18#. Thus, the discussion presented here is
stricted totransitional ripple patterns during the early stag
of their evolution.

The wavelengthl052pr 0 /n appearing at the edge of th
center patch of the spiral patterns is determined by the c
cal threshold velocityvk required to set the granules in mo
tion @6,9,10#. The critical velocity is given byvk5const
3Dvr0 where the constant isO(1). As l0 develops at the
critical radiusr 0 , corresponding to the boundary for the o
set of granule motion, it must always be equal to the shor
possible wavelength the system can display@9,10#. This is an
important characteristic feature of the present system. S
tems~i!–~iv! do not, generally, display the shortest possi
wavelength. One fundamental difference distinguishing
system from the others is the presence of background r
tion in our experiments.

The comparison of the ripple wavelengths in systems~i!–
~iv! of Refs.@11–16# with the spiral patterns is facilitated a
follows. For the data comparison, the ripple wavelength
nondimensionalized by the granule diameter as (l/dG). It is
displayed as a function of a mobility parameterQ—similar
to a Shields parameter—which is defined by

Q5
rGU2

g~rG2rF!dG
. ~1!

In Eq. ~1!, rG and rF represent the granule and the flu
density, respectively, andg is the gravitational accelera
tion. U is a typical velocity scale characterizing the flo
velocity above the granule layer and thus quantifies the fo
ing of the system. For the spiral ripples this velocity is tak
asU5Dvr 0 . In systems~ii ! and~iv!—which are subject to
sinusoidal forcing—it isU52p f A, wheref is the frequency
of the oscillation andA is the associated amplitude. For th
remaining two systems~i! and ~iii ! the appropriate value is
the free-stream flow velocity in the fluid above the granul

Figures 2–5 illustrate the action of the applied nondim
sionalization scheme on some typical raw data sets f
Refs.@10#, @14#, @15#, @16#. In each of the Figs. 2–5 graph~a!
displays the wavelengthl as a function of the appropriat
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forcing velocityU, while graph~b! displays the same data i
nondimensional representation.

Figures 2~a!–5~a! clearly reveal that the ripple wave
length depends on the grain diameter and on the forc
velocity. Note, however, that the figures indicate that t
typical measurement uncertainties associated with the
are quite substantial. The measurement errors ar
generally—larger for granules with larger diameters. The
timated typical maximum errors for the larger grains a
identified in each of the figures by an error bar. In Fig. 4~a!,
for instance, which shows data of Ref.@16#, the error for the
wavelength, for granules withdG51.140 mm at flow speeds
U50.35 ms21, is Dl'60.02 m. In nondimensional term
this corresponds to an error ofD(l/dG)'618. Additionally
there is an uncertainty of around 15–25 % for the parti
diameterdG which, for each granule sample, represents
mean value. This uncertainty for the particle size transla
into errors of614% for the mobility parameterQ. Corre-
sponding errors are associated with all data in Refs.@6–16#.
Thus, comparisons of corresponding dimensional and no
mensional representations for each of Figs. 2–5 show t
within these error margins, the nondimensionalizati
scheme collapses the data onto single lines.

Figure 6 displays approximately 400 data points~circles!
from our experiments summarized in Ref.@10# in compari-
son to around 500 data points~triangles! from Refs.@11–16#.

FIG. 2. Data from Ref.@14# for ripple formation under a stead
flow. ~a! Wavelength versus flow velocity.~b! l/dG versus mobility
parameterQ.
1-2
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The data cover parameter ranges for particle size and de
of 0.110<dG<3.17 mm and 1.28<rG<7.9 g cm23, respec-
tively.

Figure 6 shows that the data points of all systems colla
on one line extending over three orders of magnitude al
the abscissa and two orders of magnitude along the ordin
The data scatter in Fig. 6 can be explained in terms of
large measurement uncertainties associated with the
vidual raw data sets. Note that data scatter of this magnit
is typical for the type of experiments discussed here. To
end refer, for instance, to Fig. 4.4 in Ref.@3# or many other
figures in Refs.@3, 4#, which display data scatter of compa
rable magnitude to that in our Fig. 6.

The line interpolating the data in Fig. 6 represents a le
squares fit to all 900 data points. The data interpolation c
stitutes a linear fit of typey5mx1b in the coordinatesy
5 ln(l/dG) and x5 ln(Q). The fitting routine yielded values
of m50.5260.01 and b52.8760.03. This implies that
l/dG517.64Q0.52. The error estimates form andb represent
the asymptotic standard errors. These are known to be o
optimistic and should not be used for determining confide
levels, but they are useful for qualitative purposes. The er
for m andb translate into uncertainties forl/dG of approxi-
mately610% atQ51000 and63% atQ51.

Reference to Eq.~1! reveals that our resultl/dG}Q0.52

FIG. 3. Data from Ref.@15# for ripple formation under an oscil
latory flow. ~a! Wavelength versus flow velocity.~b! l/dG versus
mobility parameterQ. A represents the amplitude of the oscillatio
in the Manohar experiments.
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impliesl}dG
0.48. This supports results of Refs.@18# and@19#.

For uniform flow Ref. @18# stated that the ‘‘initial ripple
length appears to be proportional toAdG, ’’ while for oscil-
latory flow Ref. @19# reported that the wavelength ‘‘varie
nearly as the square root of the diameter.’’

The data interpolation of Fig. 6 further implies that th
wavelength scales with the flow velocity approximately
l}U, i.e., the wavelength is proportional to the forcing
the system. It appears that this result has not been expre
in the publications on granular sand ripples referred to by
in the present paper.

The present data analysis has, in particular, shown tha
data for our spiral patterns obey the same scaling one
serves for sand ripples. We believe that this result constitu
an experimental verification that the spiral patterns do ind
represent a rotating analog of sand ripples in nonrota
systems. In our previous publications Refs.@6–9# we only
speculated that this would be the case. The speculation
based on the observation that results obtained from a cel
automaton model together with some simple physical ar
ments yielded a scenario sufficient to explain experimen
results revealed by one single data set consisting of appr
mately 50 data points. Since Refs.@6–9# did not contain any
reference to or comparison with data for granular ripple f
mation by other authors our speculations had not been v
fied experimentally to date.

FIG. 4. Data from Ref.@16# for ripple formation under an oscil-
latory flow. ~a! Wavelength versus flow velocity.~b! l/dG versus
mobility parameterQ.
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Note that the experimental data for the spiral patterns
Refs. @6–10# vary more strongly with parameter variation
than those for the sand ripples of Refs.@11–16#. For our
spiral patterns data exist over almost the entire range of t
decades 1<Q<1000 while the data of Refs.@11–16# are
confined toQ.30. The existence of data with values su
stantially belowQ530 in our rotating experiments is a con
sequence of the action of the centrifugal force. Our d
points with lowest values ofQ represent the experimen
with highest background rotation ratesv1 . For these experi-
ments the centrifugal force alone is almost sufficient to
the granules in motion. Hence, a small additional contri
tion from shear forces—associated with the spin-up by
incrementDv—suffices to mobilize the granules and initia
pattern formation. However, a small value ofDv is equiva-
lent to small velocitiesU and thus corresponds to low value
of Q. In this sense one may regard the centrifugal forces
potential means to vary and control the critical conditions
particle mobilization.

Spiral formation in our experiments of Refs.@6–10# is
always initiated at the edge of the center patch. There
local conditions necessarily equal the critical conditions
quired to mobilize particles and initiate pattern formatio
Hence, the wavelength developing at the edge of the ce
patch must always correspond to the smallest wavelen
which the system can display. This is not so for the exp

FIG. 5. Data from Ref.@10# for spiral-pattern formation.~a! The
wavelength at the edge of the patchl0 versus the azimuthal flow
velocity r 0Dv. ~b! l0 /dG versus mobility parameterQ.
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ments of Refs.@11–16# where—depending on the forcin
velocity—the system can display any wavelength equal to
larger than the critical onset wavelength. Consequently,
these systems the critical onset wavelength must be m
sured in a series of experiments by decreasing the forcin
successive small steps until, eventually, ripples no lon
form. Once it becomes possible to account for and quan
the exact influences of the centrifugal force our setup
Refs. @6–10# represents a particularly convenient system
determine the critical onset wavelength for any given flu
granule combination in one single experiment.

Furthermore, unlike other experimental configuratio
used to study ripple formation our system might enable
direct control of the boundary-layer thickness and hence
the shear stress. The boundary-layer flow on the bottom
our rotating tank resembles the flow over a rotating disk. T
rotating disk–boundary layer is described by a similarity s
lution representing an exact solution of the Navier-Stok
equation. The boundary-layer thickness is constant acros
region on the disk where the flow remains laminar and
scales with the background rotation rate@10,20,21#. Finally,
the mobility parameter of Eq.~1! does not account for the
fluid viscosity. The experiments summarized in Ref.@10#
have shown that the ripple wavelength scales with the ki
matic viscosityn of the fluid asl}n0.25.

III. CONCLUSION

Experimental data for the wavelength scaling of ripp
patterns emerging in five fluvial systems involving substa
tially different flow conditions were compared to each oth

The data comparison revealed that a common global s
ing behavior governs the pattern wavelength in these syst
during the early stages of ripple formation. This indicat
that common physical mechanisms facilitate the onset of
tern formation in all the systems compared to each other

The consistent wavelength scaling for the spiral patte
@6–10# and for granular ripples@11–16# verifies our specu-
lation of Ref.@9# that the spirals represent a rotating anal
of sand ripples in nonrotating systems.

FIG. 6. Nondimensional ripple wavelengthl/dG as a function
of the Shields parameterQ. Comparison of the spiral-pattern wave
length of Refs.@6,10# with the data of Refs.@11–16#.
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